Filling
Technology.
For dairy, liquid and
viscous food.

Welcome
to Syntegon.
Syntegon Technology is your reliable
partner for process and packaging
technology in the global food and pharmaceutical industries. Whether you are
an aspiring start-up or a global market
leader, we offer intelligent and sustainable solutions for everyone. Individual
machines, systems or services – as a
full-service provider, we take respon
sibility right up to fully integrated endto-end solutions.
Fields of application in the food industry
are primary and secondary packaging

You name
it, we fill it.
Leading
in 30+
segments.

of dry, liquid and frozen food as well as
process technology for the production
of confectionery. In the pharmaceutical
industry, we offer solutions for the production, processing, filling, inspection
and packaging of liquid and solid active
ingredients in all common packaging
materials. We are at your side from project planning, development and implementation to comprehensive digitization,
qualification and validation services. In
addition, you always have access to our
worldwide network of service specialists
who support you throughout the entire
machine life cycle.
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 D
 airy and meal
replacement drinks

 C
 afé latte and
drinks to go

HYGIENIC CUP & BOTTLE
FILLING TECHNOLOGY

Preformed containers, cups and bottles
are convenient and easy to use. Some

With over 50 years of expertise in
hygienic filling and packaging technology for dairy and food, we develop
technologies capable of achieving
even the most stringent hygiene stand
ards, so that your product receives the
protection it deserves.

products are consumed on-the-go, like
prepared meals in trays, dips, snacks, and
drinks, while others provide vital nutrients
to the most sensitive consumer groups,
for example to infants or patients. If you
are a food producer looking for an automated solution that fills your liquid or viscous product into preformed containers,
we’ve got you covered.

 Y
 ogurt and dairyfree alternatives

 H
 ummus, salsa
and dips

 C
 rumbled / cottage
cheese, margarine,
spreads

 B
 aby food / vegetable
and fruit mousse

 Deli salads
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Filling machines customized
to your production needs.

FIND YOUR MATCH

Our standalone machines, custom builds,
and system solutions enable you to
efficiently produce and package foods
in quality containers of various different
formats and materials. Our portfolio
includes form, fill and seal machines for
cups as well as fill and seal machines
for preformed cups and bottles. They are
primarily used in the dairy industry, for
baby food and clinical nutrition, as well as
for deli salads, sauces, dips and spreads.
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 Machines for different output, automation and hygienic requirements
 Handling a variety of packaging
materials, shapes and sizes
 SmartFill dosing concept for high
product flexibility and filling accuracy
 Proven high performance and long
operational life
 Available in clean, ultra-clean and
aseptic executions

Our comprehensive
portfolio of filling and

The level of
safety that you
need.
Clean

Ultra
Clean

PRODUCT EXAMPLE

PACKAGING DISINFECTION

SHELF LIFE*

DISTRIBUTION & STORAGE

packaging machines
meet the highest product
safety standards in clean,
ultra-clean and aseptic
executions.

Aseptic

Baby food &
clinical nutrition

Deli salad

Yogurt

none

Hydrogen peroxide
Pulsed light
UVC light

Hydrogen peroxide

< 25 days

< 30 days

> 1 year

chilled

chilled

ambient

*depending on product characteristics and packaging material
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Our machine portfolio.
FILLING MACHINES FOR CUPS
FCL

Hygienic Level

Output

Highlights

8,000 – 60,000

 High product safety with

cups / h
Ultra
Clean

enclosed machine tunnel
 Aseptic execution with double

Aseptic

chamber design and packaging
sterilization with H2O2

 Fully automatic CIP and SIP

LFS

Hygienic Level

Output

Highlights

7,000 – 20,000

 Open frame design, easy

cups / h
Clean

S-Series

Hygienic Level

operation and maintenance
 Chemical-free packaging

Ultra
Clean

disinfection

Output

Highlights

8,000 – 60,000

 Leading in North America

cups / h

 High flexibility through
customization

Clean

 Ergonomic convenience
with pull-out stations

FILLING MACHINES FOR CUPS AND BOTTLES
KF

Hygienic Level

Output

Highlights

1,000 – 16,000

 Applicable for a variety of

cups / h
Ultra
Clean

1,000 – 11,000
Aseptic

products and packaging
formats (cups and bottles)

bottles / h

 Easy and fast format change

Output

Highlights

5,000 – 36,000

 Aseptic tunnel system for filling

FILLING MACHINES FOR BOTTLES
FA / FAD / FCA / FCAD

Hygienic Level

bottles / h

sensitive products like baby food
and clinical nutrition

Aseptic

 Additional options, e. g. bottle
head-trimming, N2-gasing
available

THERMOFORMING MACHINES
TFA

Hygienic Level

Output

Highlights

8,000 – 50,400

 Meeting highest food safety

cups / h
Aseptic

standards (FDA)
 Fully enclosed aseptic tunnel
with continuous monitoring of
sterile air overpressure
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From stand-alone
machines to complete
lines.
To ensure that your customized solutions allow for quick time-to-market, all our
machines are designed for simple integration with existing and third party technology.

 Carton erector
 Palletizer
Example production line

 Case packer

 Straw applicator

 Filling machine

ALL FROM ONE SOURCE
Syntegon offers integrated system solutions from one
source. Through all project phases, there is one single
point of contact from complete evaluation and realization
of the line concept, to a fast production start-up and
reliable after-sales services. So you can rest reassured
that your project is in good hands – from start to finish.
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Start your
sustainability
journey
with us.
In our Liquid Food Lab you can test your products and
packaging material together with our experts. We analyze
your specific requirements and find individual solutions –
for an optimal filling solution and reliable production.

Climate change, environmental protection, and resource conservation
are towering global challenges. Our aim is to improve lives with
sustainable packaging solutions for everyone. We continuously invest
in research and development, monitor trends and keep up-to-date with
industry-specific regulations.
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Together we solve your
individual development
challenge.

MECHANICAL &

MICROBIOLOGICAL

RESEARCH &

MECHATRONIC TESTING

LABORATORY

DEVELOPMENT

 Dosing tests (dosing patterns,
technical settings, fine-tuning)
 Sealing tests for inspection, validation and optimization of sealing
quality
 Aseptic lab filler for advertising and
marketing purposes (production of
small batches)

 Testing of packaging material
for liquid / viscous products (cups,
bottles, trays)
 Sterilization tests with packaging
materials and machine components
 Evaluation of residual peroxide in
the packaging

 Testing and development of new
functions, product applications and
materials
 Machine tests under realistic conditions in our lab
 Optimizations with regard to handling
and usability
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Innovative services
tailored to your needs.
A comprehensive service portfolio lays the foundation for
smooth production processes. We at Syntegon support
you throughout the entire machine life cycle, from spare
parts management to digital line optimization. Service
agreements are a key element of our portfolio structure.
We minimize production risks and we maximize the efficiency of your equipment by working with you as equal partners.
Together, we tailor our solutions to your individual needs.
You benefit from fixed conditions and guaranteed services.

For detailed information
please visit our homepage:
www.syntegon.com/services
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Our global network of experts supports you with maintenance planning, technical support, and modernizations,
as well as operator training and end of life services. With
our digital solutions, you gain control over your production
processes and create transparency on product and machine
data anytime, anywhere. Whether it is switching to sustainable materials or upgrading to automated technologies,
together with us you will take the next steps towards the
factory of the future.

Johan Niemand,
RCL Foods, South Africa

Our priority:
customer
focus.

“Since its installation,
the machine is running
flawlessly and is a perfect
example of engineering
excellence in its purest
form.”

Greg Chrones,
Reser’s Fine Foods, USA

Sönke Ingwersen,
DMK Group, Germany
“It was a simple choice to
work with Syntegon, due
to the many years of good
experience that we’ve had
with both their machines
and services.”

“We just installed our 30th
Osgood machine from
Syntegon. Quality, dependable machines that run for
decades keep us coming
back.”

Stanislav Černocký,
Olma a.s., Czech Republic
“We could always count on
professional support from
Syntegon throughout the
installation of the machine
and the production launch.”
Havard Lamberg,
TINE S.A., Norway
“Thanks to the new machine,
we can process our dairy
products much more effi
ciently and according to the
strict hygiene standards.”

Khaled Kasih,
Kasih Food
Production Co., Jordan
“We chose Syntegon since
the solutions are recognized
on the market for their
versatility and flexibility. We
were certain it was a perfect
match for our long-awaited
product launch.”
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Connect with our team
Ampack GmbH
Lechfeldgraben 7
86343 Königsbrunn, Germany

Osgood Industries, LLC
601 Burbank Road
Oldsmar, FL 34677, USA

Mail
Phone

Mail
Phone

ampack@syntegon.com
+49 8231 6005 0

osgood@syntegon.com
+1 813 8557 337
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Your experts in filling
technology for cups
and bottles.

